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The paper introduces two new concepts, namely C-grammar and tree-codification, 
based on the theory of formal anguages, by means of which we try to exhibit a new aspect 
of general coding theory. Both linear algebraic oding and convolutional coding are 
presented here as a particular case of tree-codification. The main result of the paper 
gathers the two new concepts mentioned above. Thus, Theorem 10 establishes that to 
each tree-codification corresponds a C-grammar in which that tree-codification can be 
achieved, and vice versa. Some examples are given justifying both the concepts and the 
assertion that any algebraic oding (linear or convolutional) can be looked upon as a tree- 
codification. 
I . SOME DEFINIT IONS FROM FORMAL LANGUAGES 
Since we shall use some concepts from the theory of formal languages we shall first 
present all necessary definitions. These can be found in any book on formal languages; 
we shall use here the definitions and notations from [3, 4]. 
Let V be a finite, nonempty set which is called vocabulary. With V* we denote the 
free monoid generated by V with the operation of concatenation. The elements of V* 
will be the words. E ~ V* will be the empty word. For a ~ V*, l(ot) will signify the length 
of ~, that is the number of symbols in a. 
DEFINITION 1. A grammar is an ordered quadruple G ~ (VN, l/r,  S,F)  where: 
(a) ~u VT- -  V, VNC~ VT=4,  Vu ~ (~, Vr @ q~. The elements of Vu are 
called nonterminals and those of V r terminals. 
(b) S ~ Vu is called start symbol. 
(c) F is a finite set of ordered pairs (P, Q), where P, Q ~ V*, P containing at least 
one nonterminal. 
An ordered pair (P, Q) ~F  is called a production; it is written P ~ Q. 
DEFINITION 2. A grammar G --  (VN, Vr, S, F) is context free i f F  has only produc- 
tions of the form A --~ ~, A ~ VN, ~ E V*. A grammar is regular i f F  has only productions 
of the form A --~ aB, A --~ a, a ~ VT , A, B ~ Vu.  
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We shall denote the elements of Vs by capital Latin letters, the elements of Vr by 
small Latin letters, and the elements of V* by small Greek letters. 
For a, fl ~ V*, a generates directly fi, in symbols a ~ fl if and only if there are words 
71, )'2, a', fi' ~ V* such that a : yla'72 , fl : Y l f l ' Y2  , and a' --~ fi' belong to F. 
a generates fl, in symbols ~ *~ fl if and only if there is a finite sequence of words over V, 
a0, ~1 .... , ak, k >~ 0, where ~o = o~, a k : fi, and ai generates directly ai+l for 0 ~ i 
h - -  1. The sequence ao ,..., ~% is a derivation of fl from a, and k is the length of the 
derivation. 
The setL(G) : {~ [ ~ c VT* , S *~ a} is called the language generated by thegrammar G. 
I f  G is regular, then L(G) is a regular set. 
DEFINITION 3. A grammar G is ambiguous if and only if there is a word ~ eL(G)  
which has at least two leftmost derivations. 
2. C-GRAMMARS, CODE SETS. DEFINITIONS, PROPERTIES 
The paper deals with the following type of grammar. 
DEFINITION 4. G = (VN, Vr ,  S,F )  is a C-grammar if Vr = Vi w V~ (P~-input 
alphabet, W-output alphabet), with the properties: 
(a) for each pair (A, a) e VN • V i ,  there are two and only two productions of the 
form A --~ aBx, A --+ ax, x E V~, 
(b) for any A,  B e VN,  there is a e V~*, w ~ Ire* with A *~- ~Bw; 
(c) two pairs of distinct productions from (a) have distinct x's. 
OBSERVATION. (1) There is a number h > 0 so that [ V~ [ = k ] Vi 1, IF  [ = 2k [ Vi 1 
(we denote by [ A ] the number of the elements of the set A). 
(2) L(G) i s  a infinite set. 
For a C-grammar G we haveL(G) -~ {aw[ a ~ Vi*, w ~ Vf f  , S *~ aw}. I t  is a context- 
free language, because G is context free. Let L i = {~ [ a c Vi*} be the set of the input 
words. Obviously this is a regular set. Then, the set of the words w ~ V,* which are 
suffixes into a C-grammar is 
L c ={w]w~V~*,aweL(G)  fo ranacV i*  }. 
THEOREM 1. L ,  is a regular and infinite set. 
Proof. L c is generated by the regular grammar G' ~ (V  N , V r , S ,F ' )  where F '  
{A --+ Bx, A --~ x I A -~ aBx, A --+ ax ~ F}. G' gets properties (b) and (c) of a C-grammar, 
and then with (b) it will follow that L,  is infinite. 
In the sequel we consider [ V N i = n. 
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LEMMA. For any A ,  B E V~ , there is ~ e Vi*, I(a) < n, with 
A *~o~Bw, wave*. 
Proof. For n ~ 1, c~ ~ ~, and A ~ _// the lemma is obvious. We suppose n > 1. 
There is a derivation from (b) so that A ~ c~Bw. Let ~ be an input word for which the 
derivation length is minimal. Further on we prove that this length is at most n - -  1. 
If  it were at least n, we should have a nonterminal  C which appears at least twice: 
C *~ flCu; this portion can be eliminated, and we obtain a derivation of a smaller length. 
This  is a contradiction. 
Now, since at every step of the derivation there appears exactly one element of V i 
(hence the length o f ,  increases exactly with one), we obtain that l(a) < n. 
PROPOSITION 1. For any a, A ,  a ~ Vi , A ~ VN , there is ~ ~ V~* l(~) ~ n so that 
A ~ aBx implies .4 *- aaBxw, x EVe ,  w ~ Ve*, B e VN 9 
Proof. Let A --~ aBx ~F  be the production for the derivation A ~ aBx. From the 
lemma, there is fl E Ui* , l(fl) < n with B ~ flAu, u ~ Ue*. Hence A ~ aBx *~ afiAux 
aflaBxux or, with a --- fia, w = ux, A ~ ac~Bxw, l(cQ ~- l(fl) + 1 ~ n. 
PROPOSITION 2. For any a, A,  a E Vi , A ~ V u , there is ~ e ~ * so that A *> a~Aw. 
The proof is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3. For any a, A ,  B, a E Vi , A ,  B ~ V N , there is c~ ~ K i* l(~) < n so that 
A ~ aCx implies B *, ~ACxw,  x ~ Ve,  w ~ If,.*, C ~ V,v. 
Proof. From the lemma, there is c~ ~ b~*, l(~) < n with B ~ sAw.  
Hence 
B ~ maw =- ~aCxw. 
THEOREM 2. A C-grammar is unambiguous. 
Proof. This  is obvious because a C-grammar is linear. 
3. CODIFICATION, TREE-CODIFICATION 
We now define a new concept, the concept of codification. This concept was used in [l] 
under a different name and for a different purpose. 
DEFINITION 5. A one-to-one mapping ~: A* -+ B* is called a codification on (A, B). 
DEI~INITION 6. A codification ~o is sequential if: 
(1) for any c~, fl c A*, there is w a B* with 9(c~fl) = 9(ct)w; 
(2) l(~(~)) = l(~); 
(3) for ~ ~ .4" there is ~ 'c  A*  so that for any fl ~ A*, 9 (~' f l )  = ~0(~')cp(f~). 
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The first two condit ions are in [1]. The  third, a condit ion of strong connection, is 
formulated in [2]. 
DEFINITION 7. A codification 50.: A* -+ B* is the state of the codification 50 in the 
word a if, for any ~ ~ A*, 
~(~) = 50(~) 50~(5). 
OBSERVATION. 
and B*. 
(3) For  any ~A* ,  ~%(~) - -e ,  where e is the empty word in A* 
50, - -  50. (4) 
THEOREM 3. Al l  the states of  a sequential codification are sequential codifications. 
Proof. Let  50 be a sequential codification. We have 
50( pru) = 50(p) 50~(ru) = 50(pr) 50~,(u) = ~(p) 50~(r) 50~,(u). 
Hence 50~(ru) == 50~(r)~%r(u) for any p, r, u a A*. 
For  the second condition, from 50(pr) = 50(p) 5or(r) results that l(50~(r)) = l(50(pr)) - -  
l(50(p)) -= I (pr)  - -  l (p)  = l(r). Let  us prove the third condit ion of Definit ion 6 for q~.  
F rom the fact that 50 is sequential, we have that there is p '  a A*  such that, for any 
a~A* ,  
50(pp'~) = 50(pp') 50(~) = 50(pp') 50,,(~). 
Hence 50~,~, = 50. Let  o~ be arbitrary. For  pc~ there is cd such that 
50(Paa"Y) = 50(P~") 50(7), (V)y a A*, (a) 
hence 
50,,~- = so. (b) 
We set 7 = p/3, where/3 is arbitrary. Then  (a) reads 
50(p) 50~(~"p3) = 50(p) 50~(~") 50(p) ~o,,(3), 
hence 
50,,(~"p3) = 50~(~") ~(p)  50~(3). (c) 
We have 50p(c~c~') 50(p) = 50~,(o~o~")50~-(p) = 50~(~c~"p), from (b). Hence, for c~' = cr 
(c) is 50~(c~c~'/3) = 50,,(c~cr ~,(]~), which meets condit ion (3). 
I t  is clear that 50~ is a one-to-one mapping.  
OBSERVATION. (5) I f  p = ala,, "" a.,~ and 50 is sequential, then 
50(ala~"" aN) = 50(al) 50,,~(a~) -" 50~1- . . . .  ,(a~). 
Now, we will establish relations between the sequential codifications and C-grammars 
as defined above. 
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Let G be a C-grammar and A ~ V~r We define the mapping ~A: Vi* -~ V~* as fol lows: 
7a(~) - -  7z(ala~ ". a,~) -= wxw~ ... w~ where w~, w~,..., wn ~ V~ with A *-=- a~ae "" 
anw, "" w~w~. Since G meets condit ion (a) in Definit ion 4, it follows that 7a is a wel l -  
defined mapping.  
DEFINITION 8. The codification q~ on (V i ,  V~) is achievable in the C-grammar G with 
A ~ VN if, for any c~ ~ Vi* , q)(o 0 7A(eO. 
THEOREM 4. Let ~o be a codification achievable in a C-grammar G with A c VN 9 Then 
it is sequential. 
Proof. We have to show that 7.4 meets condit ions (1)-(3) from Definit ion 6. For  (2) it 
is obvious by the construction ofTA. For  (1) we have 7A(~fl) = 7A(ala2 "'" anblb2 "'" b,,) = 
a 1 ... a~/31 .." fi~ where A ~ ala 2 "" a,Bo~n "'" %% , B *~ b~b~ "'" b,,~fl~ "'" fl~fla " Hence 
7a(afl) = ya(~) 7s(fl) and w --~ ys(/3). Now let ~ ~ Vi* with A *~ o~Bw; then, from Defini-  
t ion 4, there is ~' ~ Vi*, B *~ odAw. I f  fl ~ Vi*, u ~ V~* with A *~ flu, we can wr i te 
~,A(O~odfl) ~ ww'u =~ ~a(o~(x') ~A(fl), which proves (3). 
Moreover,  7a is one to one by construction. Hence 7a is a sequential codification. 
In the remainder of the paper we will  investigate under what condit ions the fol lowing 
assertion is true: Any sequential codification is achievable in a C-grammar.  
To  prove this, we need some prel iminary results and some addit ional propert ies of 
sequential codifications. 
THEOREM 5. I f  the sequential codification q) is achievable in a C-grammar G with A 
Vu , then all its states {go~}~v~. are achievable in the same C-grammar, the codification q~ 
being achievable with B ~ V~r , where A *~ aBw. 
tiroof. We know that 9(o~fl) = 7A(~fi) = ~A(O~) ~B(fl) = ~9((X) 9o~(fl)" 
Hence ep~(fl) ~ ),~(fl) for any 13 ~ Vi*. 
In a C-grammar G, for an achievable codification % let B ~ = {9~ [ ~ E If/*}. Obviously 
9 ~ B* since 9 = %. On B * we define the fol lowing equivalence relation ~ : 9~ ~ 9B 
if and only if q%(y) ~ 9~(7), (V)7 ~ V~*. Let  A ~ ~ B* /~.  We choose the elements of A ~ 
with the property 
if q~ c A% then l ( , )  = min{l(fl) [ ~e ~: %}. 
Obviously ~o ~ A% 
THEOREM 6. Let q~ and q0' be two achievable codifications in a C-grammar G. Then 
A ~ ~ A~'. 
Proof. Let ~o be achievable with A, and ~o' achievable with B, that is ~0(o~) = yA(~), 
~0'(~) = yn(c~) for any ~ e Ur I f  c~ = ala 2 "" an,  then B ~ ala 2 "" anWn "'" W2Wl and 
thus yn(c~) =- w~ -" w,,. But f rom Definit ion 4 there is fl ~ Vi*, u c Ve* with 
A *~ fiBu ~ flala 2 ""anwn ""w2wlu. 
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Hence yB(c~) = ~oe(c~). Moreover, from the lemma, we can choose/3 such that I(/3) is the 
smallest possible. Hence ~o' e A ~. Similary q)~' e A ~ for any go~' e A~'. Hence A ~' _C A ~. 
Similary A~ _C A ~'. 
Hence one can view A ~ as a set which is characteristic for a C-grammar G. It determines 
many properties of the grammar and the sequential codifications that are achievable in it. 
THEORESI 7. A ~ is finite. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that ~0 is achievable with S e V N . Let 
u: A " --> V~. be the mapping defined in this way: if S *> ~Aw, then u(~o~) = A. u is 
one to one. To show this, let c~, f le  Vi* be with ~,= :/= 9~ but u(~%) = u(~o~), hence A = B. 
We have then 7A - ~'~ or cp~ = q~o which is a contradiction. It follows that I A~ [ ~ I VN [ 
and since ~'[,~ is finite, hence A ~ is finite. 
OBSERVATION. (6) ] A~ i = ] V~ I since u is "onto" mapping: For any A ~ VN, there 
is a e V~*, w e V~* with S ~ saw, l(a) < n; hence u-l(A) = ~, .  
THEOREM 8. Let q~ be a sequential codification achievable in a C-grammar G. Then for 
any ~ ~ I'r *, there is f ie  Ei*, l(fi) < n such that q~ = 9~ . 
In  other words, for any r e A% we have l(c~) < n. 
Proof. Let be ~ e If/*. Hence there is a derivation S ~ c~Aw, and q~ = 7A. But, 
from the lemma, there is/3 c V~z*, l(fi) < n such that s ~-- fidu, that is 9e = )'A 9 Hence 
9~ = cp~, with l(/3) < n. 
In order to describe the set A ~' it is sufficient o know all the states ~o~ of the codification 
f ,  with l(~) < n, of which there are only finite many. A ~ is contained in the set of these 
states. The following constant plays an important role in coding theory: 
N = 1 + max{l(cr ] ~ e A~}. 
Its name is the maximal constraint length of the codification ~0. 
DEFINITION 9. The  memory of a sequential codification q~ is 
M(~o) = law I - -  1. 
It is obvious that all sequential codifications achievable in a C-grammar have the same 
memory, namely, i UN ] - -  1. Hence M(9 ) can be thought of as a constant characteristic 
of a C-grammar. In order to define the concept of tree-codification we need one more 
property. 
We denote z/~ = cp.~(V~i) , and we define the property 
(i) {A~}~A~ is a partition of a V,,. 
THEORFM 9. Any sequential codification achievable in a C-grammar, has property (i). 
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Proof. The fact that V~ = U~a~ A~ results from the construction of the C-grammar 
and the definition of ) ,a ,  A ~ V~. We have to show only that if go~ and go0 are two distinct 
elements from A% then A~ n Ao = ~. Let be u ~ A~ n Ao. That is, there are a, b ~ V~, 
possibly equal, with go~(a) = go~(b) = u; ~0~ and goz are achievable in the C-grammar G; 
hence go~ = YA, qo~ = ~,  A, B ~ V2v, A ~ B (since ~0~ =# 9~). From ~a(a) = ~(b)  = u 
it follows that there are two productions A --+ aC~u, B --~ aC~u, which is a contradiction 
to property (c) in Definition 4. 
DEFINITION 10. A sequential codification go: Vi* --~ Vr is called a tree-codification if 
(a) M(go) is finite, and 
(b) go has property (i). 
If  M(go) = 0, the codification is called linear. 
THEOREM 10. A codification is a tree-codification if and only if it is achievable in a 
C-grammar. 
The "only if" part obviously from Theorems 7 and 9. To show the "if" part, let 
~o: V~* -~ V,,* be a tree-codification; we have to build a C-grammar in which go is 
achievable. We set g r = V~U V~, V N =A% S =go, and the productions will be 
defined in the following way: 
for every pair (~0~, a) we have the productions 
where % c A ~ is a state such that go~ = go~. We have to show that it is a C-grammar. 
(a) is verified by construction. 
For (b) we must show that for any %,  % e A% there is 7 ~ Vi* with ~0~ = go~.~. Since go 
and all its states are sequential codifications, it results from their third property (compare 
the proof of Theorem 3) that for any c~, t ~ V~*, there is c~', t '  E U~* with go = %~,, 
go = 9~t~' - Hence 5o~, - -  %y.  Then, since goe is a sequential codification, there is 8" ~ Vi* 
such that gob go~i~'o" - 
Now let w ~ V~; be arbitrary. We have ~0B(w ) = %~,e-(w), or concatening to the left 
with cp(fit't"), go(t~'t") go~(w) = go(tt't"w). The left side is equal to ~(t t ' )  go~s'(t") goB(w), 
and the right side go(tiff') %~,(t"w) ~- go(tt') ~ ' ( t  "w) = go(t~') %~'(t") ~o~,e,,(w) =
5~ ') %~'(t") q%~,~,,(w). Hence, with y = ~'t" and since w is arbitrary, we have % = gory. 
We have (c) from the fact that ~o~ is a one-to-one mapping, for any c~ (hence go~(a) =A ~o~(b), 
(V) a @ b) and from go has property (i) (hence c&(a) =A %(b) if c~ 7/-- 8, (V) a, b ~ Vr 
TUEOR~M 1 1. A codification is linear if and only if it is a homomorphism. 
We first prove the "if" part. Let go be a homomorphism. Then go(a/~) = go(c~) ~o(t ) for 
any ~,/8 ~ I.~*. Hence %(t)  = go(E) for any ~ ~ Vi*, or I A~ I - -  1. 
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To prove the "only if" part, let A s = {f}. Then, for any o~, fl ~ Vi*, 9(~xfl) ~ 9(oOf(fl). 
We take a = c, and we have 9(/3) = 9(r = f(fl), hence 9 = f, or 9(a/3) = ~o(a) 9(fl), 
that is, 9 is homomorphism. 
OBSERVATION. (7) If 9 is a linear codification, then the C-grammar G associated with 
it has a single nonterminal S, and vice versa. 
(8) 9 is linear if and only if N = 1. 
(9) In the construction of Theorem 10, 9 * ag(~) where 9(o~) signifies the sentence 
which forms 9(~) in reverse order. 
The class of convolutional codifications is included in the class of tree-codifications, 
for the particular structures it imposes on F~ and V~. Similarly, algebraic linear codifica- 
tions can be treated as a special case of linear tree-codifications. Because in the algebraic 
case Vi is named information set, and V, code set or simple code, we keep these names. 
4. EXAMPLES 
We shall conclude this paper with two examples which will clarify the new notions 
introduced here, and will show the relation between the tree-codifications and the 
algebraic odifications. The examples from algebraic oding theory were taken from [5] 
for Example l, and from [6] for the second. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let Vi be the linear space of binary 4-tuples, generated by a 1 ---- 1000, 
a 2 = 0100, a a = 0010, a 4 = 0001 and V e the linear space generated by the matrix 
G = i 
0 0 0 0 1 1  
1 0 0 1 0 1  
0 1 0 1 1 0  
0 0 1 1 1 1  
over GF(2); we denote with x l ,  xz,  x3, x 4 the rows of the matrix G. (Hence a basis for G). 
4 
The productions will be of the form S --+ aSx  Iax, where, if a ---- ~=a tiai, then 
4 x = ~i=a t~xi for all ti E{0, 1}, i = 1 .... ,4. From the paper, of this C-grammar corre- 
sponds a tree-codifications 9 with A ~ ---- {9), hence a linear codification. It will generate 
the linear code V~ with the matrix generatrice G; from the algebraic oding theory, this 
code has the parity-check matrix 
0 0 0 1 1 I 1 
H----- 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
that it is the Hamming code (7, 4). 
Similary we can build a C-grammar for any linear codification which generates an 
algebraic linear code. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let V~ r0 1} and V~ be the linear space of binary 3-tuples generated 
by x~ = 001, x2 = 010, x 3 = 100 (let x o = 000 be the null vector). Let ~: V~* -~ V~* 
be a tree-codification with A ~ = {W, ~,  ~O~o, 9h~}. The equivalence relation of states is 
for any c~ ~ Vi  $,  a, b ~ V, %.  = %,  %a~, = ~ab . 
We suppose that the table of values is 
~P (~1 ~Pl0 ~11 
o x o x s x~ x 2 + x 3 
1 '~1 Xl @ X2 Xl -J- X3 Xl + X2 ~- X3 
Then, the C-grammar is: 1/~ = Ui u V~, P~ = {A0, A 1 , A 2 , An}, A o , start symbol, 
and the productions 
Ao -~ oAoxo [ OXo , A1 --)" oAsx2 ] oxs , As -+ oAoxu ] ox3 , A s ---)- oA~ Ysa ] oyez, 
Ao -~ 1AlXx ] l x l ,  As -~ 1A3yls ] lyl~, As --* 1Aly13 ] lY13, As -~ 1A3Ylsa ] ly lz~, 
where Y/Jk = x /+ xj + xk. 
It is easy to notice that to a codification we can asociate a tree having the elements from 
V i as the arcs, and those from Vr as the nods. The codification of an information sequence 
will be a path in the tree. 
For example, for the codification defined here, the next tree coresponds: 
Xo x~ 
/ 
x3 0 __ - .  x 0 
Yr ~- ' - - - '~  Y123 
This fact justifies the name of "tree"-codification. The tact that for any tree-codification 
there is such a trec can be treated as a result of a notion from formal languages: That for 
every context-free grammar there is a tree called "generation" or "derivation" tree. 
According to the tree structure of convolutional codes made in [6], this is the convolu- 
tional code generated by the matrix 
x I x o x 3 0 0 "" 
0 ~ ;: ;; o ::: 
i' . . . . . . . . .  " " ' 
algebraic onvolutional code with the constraint length N = 3. 
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